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Explanatory information for material descriptions

TBV = concealed door hinge
TBX = door hinge accessories
TS700 = door hinge set series 700
FT700 = sash part series 700
RT700 = frame part series 700
KT700 = clamping piece series 700
AK700 = cover cap series 700
BS001 = limit stay
MFxxx = centre lock sash part adjustable
MRxxx = centre lock frame part adjustable
KU750 = cable transfer series 750
ZFxxx = sash accessories
ZRxxx = frame accessories
ZUxxx = accessories series xxx or overlapping
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The standard short sales text for the hinges and accessories consists of 38 characters and is structured as shown below:
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Special design = -S
1 piece in plastic bag = P001
1 piece in carton = C001
10 piece in carton = C010
24 piece in carton = C024
50 piece in carton = C050
100 piece in carton = C100
Titanium silver = TS
Black PVC = 87
Dusty grey RAL 7037 = S1
RAL 9006 white aluminium coated = V2
not relevant = XX
Pivot in mm = xx

A = rounded
K = angular
F = rounded sash part, angular frame part
R = rounded frame part, angular sash part
xxx = angle of tilt in degrees
OR = suitable for DIN right and DIN left
LS = suitable only for DIN left
RS = suitable only for DIN right

Overlap in mm = xxx
SKG 1 star = S1
SKG 2 star = S2
SKG 3 star = S3
suitable for xx mm airgap = xx

xxx = max. permissible sash weight in kg
SI = SI stamp
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